
 

Headshot/Image 

Casey Wellington 
Recruit Hunter 
Human Female, Ambidextrous 
Height: 5’1”ft. , Weight: 129lbs 

 

Physical Description  Loadout Weapons 

At 23 years of age, Casey is a spry, young adult with 
brown eyes and brown hair in a ponytail.  She has 
pale, caucasian skin with light freckles on her 
cheeks. 
 
She would be considered a bit chubby for her 
height, having “curves” around her belly, while also 
having a medium breast size. 
 
She can usually be seen wearing the formal 
corporate attire of the Capital Enterprises uniform. 

* Reynolds DE-21 Slugthrower Pistol 

General Aspects 

Strategist 
Through a combination of preparing, studying, and 
analyzing, Casey creates detailed battle plans and 
tries to think two steps ahead of the enemy. At 
times, however, this can lead to Casey creating 
complicated schemes that can baffle less intelligent 
subordinates. 
 

 We’ll Break Their Legs 
Casey can be very protective, and when any of her 
friends are being bullied or threatened, she will step 
in to defend them. This can gets Casey in trouble 
when she refuses to back down during these 
exchanges, and sometimes has trouble discerning 
between friendly teasing and intentional insults. 
However, because of this fierce loyalty, her friends 
know that no matter what, Casey will be there for 
them. 

Personality Aspects 

The Low Republic 
Casey has a teeming collection of holovids and 
holopadds of Old Republic entertainment.  Her 
greatest collection revolves around the old 
smugglers and pirates of that era (leading to her 
love of slugthrowers).  To anyone interested in such 
things, they would find an avid Old Republic 
historian.  To anyone else though, she could seem 
childish and ill-prepared for jobs she is perfectly 
skilled for.  Others seem to think of her as 
immature. 

 Happy Go...Happy 
Casey is a very happy and optimistic person.  She 
doesn’t think people are naturally evil.  This leads to 
someone who is willing to give lots of second 
chances and willing to give others the benefit of the 
doubt.  She is truly a joy to be around for many.  For 
others though, they find someone easy to prey upon 
for good will, potentially using it against her for 
malicious reasons.  While she isn’t oblivious, she can 
be manipulated in safer environments. 

Combat Aspects 

Hands Up! 
Through Casey’s love of slugthrowers and the Old 
Republic, one might think of her as unable to face 
combat.  However, through her personal wealth, 
she gained the top most training in self defense, 

 The Trading Room Floor 
Although she dreams about smugglers and space 
pirates, she would truly rather be fighting through 
trade and economics on the trading room floor. 
She’s quite cowardly when it comes to large battles 



military tactics, and white collar warfare.  She’ll 
fearlessly take on anyone who stands in her way or 
feels like they are stealing from Capital Enterprises. 
However, that same assertiveness might someday 
get her killed by a superior foe. 

and large scale warfare, but finds her home 
defeating other traders to better sales and deals 
with economic challenges in sight. 

 
Additional/Optional Information 

 

Top Skills Tactics, Intellect, Investigation, Diplomacy, Lore (+2), Slugthroers, Empathy, 
Primary Martial Arts Form, Perception, Linguistics (+1) 

Top Powers Force Power 1, Force Power 2, Force Power 3, Force Power 4, etc. 

Feats Cry No More, Trick Shots 

Martial Arts Mandalorian Core 

Lore Intergalactic Trade and Economic Policy, Entertainment from the Old Republic 

Languages Basic, Bocce 

 
Character Reference Art:  
 
 
Notes/Extra 

Fresh out of the Trade Academy on Serellan 7, Casey Wellington not only did well in school, but achieved 
high grades in college.  During an internship at a well known intergalactic bank, she increased their profit 
margins by 112%, unknown for such young talent. 
 
She was quickly picked up by Capital Enterprises out of university.  Although she finds the Old Republic 
fascinating, she finds Force Users to be quite repellant, believing they belong in the history books, and not 
in real life situations. 

 
 
 


